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Agenda

• I would like to thank the organizers for having me; I consider it a very great
honor to give a presentation at this 2nd ZI/MI conference.

• I will:

– briefly discuss Cournot games, and consider the MI required for explaining
equilibrium;

– argue that experimental data are poorly explained → look for an MI
explanation of the data;

– introduce my model (still a work in progress);
– discuss next steps.

• Due to time constraints, I will skip some parts of this presentation. The
supplement section contains substantiation of some of my claims, and also some
extra material (e.g. algorithms). The complete presentation, including my
notes, will be made available for those who are interested.
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Cournot games

I A few firms simultaneously decide on how much to
produce of a homogenous commodity.

I The market can absorb any amount, the price depends
on total supply.

I Workhorse of experimental economics ⇒ rich literature .
I MI required for explaining equilibrium?

I benchmarks: Walras, Cournot, collusion;
I few players ⇒ strategic behavior ⇒ social interaction

?
=⇒ belief equilibrium.

I Simple models poorly explain the data (Offerman et al.
(2002); Friedman et al. (2015)) → my problem: MI
required for explaining the data?
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Cournot games

• Dave Cliff’s problem (c.f. Cliff and Bruten (1997)) applied to Cournot games:
(i) Walras 6= equilibrium: better outcomes exist and humans can learn that
imitation is counter-productive; (ii) Cournot: equilibrium of one-shot game,
requires memory, counter-factual reasoning and the ability to estimate profits
(see supplement); (iii) collusion: equilibrium of repeated game,
Win-Continue-Lose-Reverse (WCLR) near the avg = MI.

• Players may believe that cooperation is impossible (others refuse to cooperate,
or no access to individual quantities ⇒ no verification possible, see supplement).
Silly to say that collusion is only equilibrium or that the game has no
equilibrium. An experimental repeated game resembles a one-shot game in
terms of social interaction: unique history unfolding itself. The appropriate
equilibrium notion, I think, is a belief equilibrium.

– Belief equilibrium difficult to characterize, but profit maximizers cannot
ignore signals that higher joint profits exist ⇒ ex ante incentive to follow
WCLR near the avg = easiest way to generate reliable signals w.r.t. joint
profits.

– Since equilibria implicitly reflect institutional constraints, cognitive skills
and social interaction, ZI/MI methodology may play a role in an
equilibrium selection mechanism.
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Goal orientation: plan / response

I Examples:
I successful strategies in the lab ;
I patterns in quantities .

I In my model, actions have several attributes, a.o.:
I contribute to a task;
I a feasibility condition;
I a successor (a specific move, or a task);
I if detected: a response (a task);
I a degree of cooperativeness.

I configuration of strategy "collude" .
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Goal orientation: plan / response

• Examples of tasks: learn the direction in which joint profits increase, signal that
direction to others, synchronize, nudge, compete, etc.

• Tasks can be achieved through multiple actions (choose one at random), e.g.
synchronization: move to the average, repeat one’s last move or step-size,
imitate the move or step-size of another player, etc.

• Actions have random aspects; e.g. (i) RepeatStep: the number of repetitions;
(ii) RepeatPreviousMove: which move to repeat; (iii) ImitateValue / -Step:
which player to imitate; (iv) RightDirection: the step-size.

• Feasibility conditions: e.g. know the right direction before signaling it; there has
to be a recurring state before you can deviate from it; recipient = competitive
(in case of a nudge).

• Basic choice: adhere to plan or respond to signals? Both can contribute to goal
orientation and coherent behavior. Plan = {{successors to previous action},
{successors of ∪{successors}},...}. Compare to set of responses to detected
signals.
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Processing observations

I Update model
I Decide:

I determine feasible moves, F ;
I keep a plan that refers to a specific feasible action,

otherwise:
I restrict the plan to or, replace it by F ;
I replace the plan by feasible responses to urgent signals

(if any);
I if possible, remove RandomValue, RandomStep;
I select a random action from the remaining set.
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Processing observations

• Update model refers to updating rewards (absolute and relative profits, wins),
the “right” direction and situation, the stance of other players (cooperative /
competitive) based on detected signals.

• Urgent signals, for a cooperative player: e.g. somebody stays above average for
3 or more rounds, or a deviation from a recurring state.

• RandomValue and RandomStep are removed if there are alternative actions
available.
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Simulated output

I Unconditional example: three players following "collude" .
I Conditional example: interpreting human moves .
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Simulated output

• Conditional simulations are conditioned on experimental data: robot players
take decisions based on the same information sets as their human alter egos in a
particular experiment.

• In unconditional simulations, decisions of robot players enter into their
subsequent information sets.
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Next steps

I Define and configure other strategies.
I Determine how well this model explains the data:

I Are actual moves considered feasible?
I Quality of one-step-ahead predictions?
I Minimal strategies?

I Skills:
I How is the execution of cognitive tasks affected by

available information?
I Do subjects of Friedman et al. (2015) become more

proficient in blocks 2 and 3?
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Substantiations and extras

I MI requirements for best responding (Cournot equilibrium).
I No collusion if individual quantities are unknown.
I Players care about relative profits .
I Experimental data poorly explained:

I Data are volatile and contradictory:
volatility followed by cooperation vs cooperation followed by volatility .

I Best model (imitation) explains only 25% of the moves.
I Relative frequencies do not imply coordination.

I Comparing experimental designs of Offerman et al. (2002)
and Friedman et al. (2015).

I Estimating optimal supply / "right" direction .
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Rich experimental literature

I Variations in information and how it is presented, e.g.
Offerman et al. (2002), Huck et al. (1999), Bigoni
(2010).

I Fixed or variable number of players (due to entry / exit,
mergers or bankruptcy).

I Linear or non-linear demand, costs.
I Usually fixed demand, but in Nagel and Vriend (1999)

demand also depends on marketing.
I Typically symmetric costs, but also asymmetric costs

(Selten et al. (1997)).
I Length of the game, notably Friedman et al. (2015).
I Et cetera.
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Examples of successful strategies

• Collusion executed to perfection (formulas used?). These three players earned
the most profits in the Qqπ treatment.

• The next best player followed the “deviate” strategy; here, the other players also
earned above average profits, so this is not a bad strategy. Indeed, it may be
psychologically more appealing than collusion: by doing something you may feel
in control (instead of doing nothing, and hoping that others will also do
nothing).

• Highest profits were earned in panel “consolidate” (treatment Q): player 2 could
have earned more than is possible with collusion (if the initial spikes were
absent, or if the baseline were a little bit better).

• Last panel: if you want to earn more than others, or want to win more rounds
than others; then you can stick to a high quantity; if other players signal lower
levels, or if they best respond, then you easily achieve your goal.

• Conclusion: there is a coordination problem in terms of strategies / goals. How
to recognize and play against different strategies? Panels 1+3 may represent
belief equilibria; in 2+4 some players presumably could have done better.

• Note that cooperation can take different forms: colluding, finding the optimum
supply, maintaining the baseline while deviating, avoiding competition.
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Meaning can be imposed on moves

It q1 q2 q3 Q p
profits cum. profits

π1 π2 π3 Π1 Π2 Π3

1 90 52 110 252 17.5 722 535 772 722 535 772

2 89 60 100 249 17.7 733 595 767 1454 1131 1539

3 88 70 110 268 16.7 639 580 677 2094 1710 2216

4 87 85 110 282 15.9 573 569 597 2667 2279 2813

5 86 85 110 281 16.0 576 573 603 3242 2853 3415

6 85 86 110 281 16.0 573 576 603 3816 3428 4018

7 125 87 110 322 13.9 342 400 377 4158 3828 4395

8 40 87 100 227 18.9 503 833 890 4661 4661 5286

9 80 87 100 267 16.7 620 641 670 5282 5302 5955

10 79 90 100 269 16.6 609 639 659 5890 5941 6615
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Meaning can be imposed on moves

• My interpretation imposed on the data:

– Player 1, iterations 1-6: signaling direction
– Player 2, iterations 4,5 and player 3, iterations 1,3: looking for direction
– Player 2, iterations 1-4: moving to the average
– Player 3, iterations 3-7: feigning ignorance, or stalling in order to earn

most
– Player 1, iterations 7,8: a (brutal) nudge for the benefit of player 3

• These players learn to converge to collusion; player 3 succeeds in earning the
most, by staying above average.

• My interpretation suggests that players are more sophisticated than current
models assume them to be. If realistic, then signals enter decision-making.

• The same pattern can have multiple interpretations ⇒ use context for filtering
meaning.

• Other researchers have found communication between players through patterns,
e.g. Cox and Walker (1998).
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Configuration of strategy “collude”

• Strategies consist of moves, that can be grouped according to task. Every move
has associated with it a task, a feasibility condition, a successor (either a move
or a task, listed above as “plan”), and an “inverse” for inferring a move from a
pattern. In the column “response” you see how a player reacts after detecting a
particular move.

• Randomization: (i) which task; (ii) which move to achieve the task; (iii)
step-size; (iv) number of repetitions (e.g. RepeatStep); (v) which player to
imitate (e.g. ImitateStep).

• To a large extent, strategies reflect situational logic.

• Here, colluding players only LearnDirection, SignalDirection and synchronize. It
takes other strategies to trigger, say, a nudge. The strategy “collude” is an
expression of conditional cooperation and of Win-Continue-Lose-Reverse,
WCLR. There is also no end of game effect yet.

• The configuration table is also a work in progress.
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Simulated output: 3x “collude”

• The “collude” strategy performs as expected:

– start effect, quick synchronization;
– band around collusion, due to conditional cooperation and randomized

behavior;
– correct position of band due to cognitive skill (how to determine the

“right” direction).

• There is no end-of-game effect yet.

• Many simulations together would show the support of aggregate outcomes of
the mix of strategies. Minor changes in strategies, or replacing a cooperative
player by a competitive one will affect that support. This is similar to the
impact of institutional constraints on the support of market outcomes in Gode
and Sunder (1993).

• In the current model, fallible players can learn to converge quickly, c.f. slides
“Cooperation followed by volatility” and “Volatility followed by cooperation”.
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Interpretation of experimental data
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Interpretation of experimental data

• Observations taken from Offerman et al. (session 1, group 2).

• Columns round .. profit3 are part of the information set (players also have
memory, 10 levels deep).

• There is simulated and an actual quantity proposed; actual quantities enter the
information sets.

• Columns “from player i” list the interpretations of the latest moves of player i .

• If a signal was feasible for the decision-maker (column “applicable”) then the
model “can explain” the actual observation. In addition, you can also study
one-step-ahead predictions.

• The moves that generate simulated quantities (in column “applied”) is random
selection from “applicable”. The planned next step of the robot player (a move
or a task) is shown in column “plan”.

• Interpretation of observed moves is not unambiguous.
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Collusion requires knowledge of qti

• Frequencies of Qt−1
−i /2 at which player i keeps his quantity more or less

constant, |∆qti | ≤ 2 (i.e. player i doesn’t want to disturb the previous state).

• No collusion in treatment Q, because players cannot verify that others
cooperate equally well. Verification is needed, because players also care about
relative preformance (see below).

• Both Q and Qq have smaller spikes between 60 and 80; Qqπ has more
observations above 80.

• Also note the spikes at quantities that are multiples of five. Presumably,
direction and step-size can be separate decisions.
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Players care about relative profits
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Players care about relative profits

• On the x-axis you see a proxy for relative performance; on the y -axis the change
in the next quantity.

• The relationship is negative, meaning that players are inclined to submit higher
quantities if they feel they are falling behind.
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Cooperation followed by volatility

Session 1, group 2 from Offerman et al. (2002). Joint Profit Maximization

= 56; Cournot = 81; Walras = 100

Friedman et al., 2015 design Offerman vs Friedman
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Cooperation followed by volatility

• This picture does not fit the hypothesis of Friedman et al.: (i) players quickly
learn how to cooperate; (ii) cooperation precedes volatility.

• Why would players abandon the optimal solution?

• Note that deviations from the baseline are deviations from collusion.

• In a game with asymmetric costs, alternating between cooperative and
competitive play can be used to re-distribute profits and achieve an equitable
solution. Offerman et al. (and most other researchers) used symmetric costs.
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Volatility followed by cooperation

Session 1, population 1 from Friedman et al. (2015). Joint Profit Maximiza-

tion = 0.3; Cournot = 2.66; Walras = 4

Offerman et al., 2015 design Offerman vs Friedman
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Volatility followed by cooperation

• The graph seems to support the hypothesis that people learn that imitation is
counter-productive and then start to cooperate, but

– there is not much imitation going on in the volatile period;
– why would learning take so long (compare with data from Offerman et al.

(2002))?

• Caveat: volatility looks more excessive than in the graph from Offerman et al.
(2002), but here you have 3600 data points (instead of 300) in about the same
space.
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Offerman et al. (2002) vs Friedman et al. (2015)

Compare Offerman et al. (2002) Friedman et al. (2015)

Players 3 (fixed groups) 2 and 3 (re-matching)

Iterations 100 3× 400

Quantities integer, 40 ≤ q ≤ 125 “continuous”, 0.1 ≤ q ≤ 4

Profits
(
45−

√
3Q

)
q − q3/2 120

Q
q − 10q + 10

Benchmarks JPM=56; C=81; W=100 JPM=0.1; C=2.66; W=4

Incentive maximize profits maximize profits

Information
symmetry, formulas symmetry, no formulas

Q, Qq, and Qqπ Qqπ (graphical interface)

Examples Session 1 (Qqπ)/ group 2 Session 1 / population 1

Main result info affects play learn to abandon IMIT

Back to presentation
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Offerman et al. (2002) vs Friedman et al. (2015)

• The designs are quite similar:

– Offerman et al. (2002): take experiments with information Qqπ;
– Friedman et al. (2015): take experiments with three players, before

re-matching (⇒ inexperienced players in fixed groups);
– in Friedman et al., the profit function is not given; in Offerman et al. it is,

but most likely not used (since treatments affect the play);
– costs are symmetric in both cases;
– profit functions are different, but this is irrelevant for profit maximizing

players.

• Significant differences: length (100 vs 400); integer vs “continuous” quantities;
user interface. What explains the excessive volatility? Could it be an artefact,
due to the length of time?

• Design improvements: asymmetric costs; let players explain their decisions;
Cournot not in the middle of the grid; Walras not on the boundary of the grid.
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Models have low explanatory power

Offerman et al. Friedman et al.

model Q Qq Qqπ

best response 7.3% 4.8% 2.8%

fictitious play 6.9% 4.2% 2.2%

follow and guide 7.4% 11.5% 12.5%

follow exemplary 11.8% 14.7% 17.0%

follow other exemplary 7.3% 11.3% 11.8%

follow best 16.3% 18.9% 25.0%

other 43.0% 34.7% 28.7%

model start overall

follow best 19.3% 23.9%

MATCH 21.6% 20.8%

WCLR 12.9% 10.8%

other 46.3% 44.5%

Back to presentation
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Models have low explanatory power

• Both papers consider how well simple models can explain the data. Note:
“Other” refers to unexplained moves.

• Their analyses can be made comparable: (i) take information treatment Qqπ
from Offerman et al.; (ii) take inexperienced players from Friedman et al.; (iii)
same criteria for relative distance between predictions and observations. This
yields the tables on the left.

• Results for imitating the most successful firm (“follow best”) are quite similar.
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Relative frequencies 6=⇒ coordination
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Relative frequencies 6=⇒ coordination

• Figure on the LHS is figure 3 from Offerman et al. (2002); it suggests that the
information treatment affects the equilibrium outcome:

– if you only give players total supply, Q, then they coordinate on the
Cournot equilibrium, N;

– if you add individual quantities, Qq, then the spike above N decreases,
and there appears a secondary spike above collusion, C;

– if you also add individual profits, Qqπ, then there is more collusion, but
some players converge to the Walrasian equilibrium, W.

However, equilibrium requires that all players propose the same quantity. The
figure on the RHS shows that this is not the case, except for collusion. The
proper conclusions seem to be: (i) information affects play, and (ii) most players
did not use the formulas that were given to them.

• Arifovic (2018) was able to reproduce the LHS graph with an agent-based
model; that was the inspiration for my research.

• Note that k-level rationality does not offer a good explanation: k = 0 players
would propose 82, and k ≥ 1 players would propose 81. In that case, data would
have been concentrated around ±245.
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MI requirements for best responding

I Memory, counter-factual reasoning, estimation of profits.
I How to approx best respond to Qt−1

−i = X , with Qt−1
−i

the aggregate supply of others at t − 1?
I Calculate costs of (own) quantities in memory by

subtracting profits from revenues:
C (qt−k

i ) = pt−kqt−k
i − πt−k

i .
I Assume past proposals were (qt−k

i + Qt−k − X ,X ) ,
then prices remain the same.

I Estimate costs of qt−k
i + Qt−k − X by interpolation /

extrapolation using data from 1st step.
I Calculate profits:

pt−k
(
qt−k
i + Qt−k − X

)
− Ĉ

(
qt−k
i + Qt−k − X

)
.

I Choose quantity with highest profits.
Back to presentation
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Estimating optimal supply / direction

I This technique is similar to approximate best responding :
I Calculate costs of (own) quantities in memory by

subtracting profits from revenues:
C (qt−k

i ) = pt−kqt−k
i − πt−k

i .
I Assume every firm proposed Qt−k/3, then prices remain

the same.
I Estimate costs of Qt−k/3 by interpolation /

extrapolation, using data from 1st step.
I Calculate profits: pt−kQt−k/3− Ĉ

(
Qt−k/3

)
.

I Choose quantity with highest profits.

I A simpler alternative .
Back to presentation
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Estimating optimal supply / direction

• If players have access to individual quantities and profits, then this approach
yields very accurate estimates.

• It can also be applied if there is private information only. In that case, it will be
less accurate because then it will often be necessary to extrapolate.

• This technique is not MI for the purpose of estimating optimal supply and / or
the “right” direction, because it is too elaborate.
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A simpler estimate of optimal supply / direction

I If a player’s quantity is close to the average, then private
profits are informative about (symmetric) joint profits.

I Suppose that a player memorizes n observations in
which his own quantity is closest to the average.

I “Right” direction = sign
(
q∗i − qt−1i

)
, with π∗i ≥ πτi .

I Optimal supply: 3q∗i ;
Back to presentation
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A simpler estimate of optimal supply / direction

• The fast convergence in the case of simulating three colluding players is due to
their ability to find the “right” direction. These robot players use all available
information in memory: they sum individual profits and quantities and then
apply a similar reasoning. This sense of direction turns out to be very good.

• You can do something similar with private information, provided quantities are
close the average.

• Possible variation: constrain selected observations to a grid.

• Testing the approach with private information only, and calibrating the
estimation of the “right” direction against human behavior is one of the next
steps.
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